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Effective sufficient conditions are found for stability with respect to part of the 
variables in systems of ordinary differential equations with impulse effect. The 
approach presented is based on the specially introduced piece-wise continuous 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the theory of differential equations with impulse effect 
have been the subject of many investigations [l-5] due to the wide 
application of these systems to the control theory, biology, electronics, etc. 
The effective use of systems with impulse effect in the mathematical modell- 
ing of various processes and phenomena requires the formulation of effec- 
tive criteria for stability of their solutions. The present paper deals with the 
stability with respect to part of the variables of the system 
2 =f(f, x), t # Zi(X) 
w,== T,(X) = Ii(X), 
(1) 
wheref:IxSL~R”;zi:52jR;Ii:DjR”;I=[O,co);andSZisaregionin 
the n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
These systems are subject to short-time effects at the moments when the 
mapping point (t, x) of the extended phase space meets any of the hyper- 
surfaces bi defined by the equations 
oi = t = Ti(X), O-CT,(X)< ... <Zi(X)< ..., (2) 
Under the action of the short-time (or impulse) effect the mapping point 
“instantly” jumps from the position (t, x) into the position (t, x + Z,(x)). 
At all other moments for which t # ri(x) the solution x(t) of system (1) is 
governed by the system dx/dt =f(t, x). 
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We suppose that the solutions are left-continuous, i.e., that at the 
moment ti when the integral curve meets the hypersurface oi the following 
relations hold: 
x(t,-O)=x(t,), 
The problems of stability of the solutions of systems with impulse effects 
are treated in [4, 51 where stability (or instability) criteria are found for 
linear and quasilinear systems via the first Ljapunov method. 
In [6] an attempt is made to apply Ljapunov’s second method to the 
stability problem for nonlinear systems with impulse effects. The use of 
classical Ljapunov functions, however, strongly restricts the abilities of the 
method. This makes it necessary to introduce certain analogues of the 
Ljapunov functions which possess first kind discontinuities on the hyper- 
surfaces (TV. By means of such functions the application of Ljapunov’s 
second method to systems with impulse effect is much more effective. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
Denote by (u,u)=u,u,+ ... +u,u, and (u(=(u:+ ... +u:)“’ the 
Euclidean scalar product and the norm of the vectors u = (ui ,..., uk) E Rk 
and v = (vi ,..., Uk)ERk (1 <k<tl). 
If x = (xi ,..., x,, x,+ i ,..., x,) E R” and y = (xi ,..., x,) E R”, z= 
(x m + 1 ,...> x,) E R’ (m + I= n) then we shall use the abbreviation x = (y, z). 
Let to E Z and x0 E 0. Denote by x(t; t,, x0) = (y(t; t,, x,), z(t; t,, x0)) the 
solution of (1) such that x(~,+O;$,,x,)=x,, and let 5+(t0,x,) be the 
maximal interval of the form (to, t) in which the solution is right con- 
tinuable. 
We shall give definitions for stability with respect to the variables y of 
the solution of (1). These delinitions are in accordance with the definitions 
of partial stability [7, 81 and the definition of stability of systems with 
impulse effect [4]. 
Let the solution x = $(t) = ( Y(t), Z(t)) of system (1) be defined for t 2 0 
and its integral curve meets the hypersurfaces C-J~ at the moments ti: 
O<t,<t,<*.’ <tic”‘, lim ti= 00. 
i-m 
DEFINITION 1. The solution x = d(t) of system (1) is said to be: 
I. Stable with respect to y if 
(YE > o)(bj > o)(& E I)(36 > O)(tJX,E f& (X0 - &to + o)( < 6) 
(VtE~++(to,xo), It--A >rl) I AC to, x0) - Y(t)1 <FL 
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II. Uniformly stable with respect to y if 
(V& > O)(Vq > 0)(36 > O)(Vt, E Z)(VX,E Q, 1x0 - 4(to + O)( < 6) 
(vtE~+(tO~xO)~ lf-til >V) lJ4t; lo, x0) - Y(t)l < J.2. 
III. Attractive with respect to y if 
(Vt, E 1)(3/l > O)(VE > O)(Vq > O)(Vx, E !2, 1x0 -#(to + O)l < 1) 
(30>O,t,+aE~+(t,,xo))(v’t~t,+o,rE~+(t,,x,),~t-fi~>r]) 
Iv(r; to, x0) - Y(f)1 < &. 
IV. Uniformly attractive with respect to y if 
(31> O)(V& > O)(Vq > 0)(3a > O)(Vt, E Z)(Vx, E n, 1x0 - qqto + 0)l < 1) 
t,+ae9-++(to,xfJ and (Vt3t,+a, tEY+(to,xo), It--J >r/) 
I y(c to, x0) - Y(t)1 < 6. 
V. Asymptotically stable with respects to y if it is stable and attrac- 
tive with respect to y. 
VI. Uniformly asymptotically stable with respect to y if it is 
uniformly stable and uniformly attractive with respect to y. 
VII. Unstable with respect to y if 
(3E > 0)(3q > 0)(3t, E Z)(V6 > 0)(3x, E Q, 1x0 -#(to + 0)l < 6) 
(3tE~++(lo,xo), It--tit >rl) Iv(c to, x0) - Y(t)1 2 6. 
In the present paper we consider the problem of stability with respect to 
y of the zero solution of system (1). We suppose that the region Q is of the 
form 52 = B; x R’, where B;; = { y E R”: I yl < H} and H > 0 is a constant. 
We shall say that conditions (A) hold if the following set of conditions is 
fulfilled: 
Al. The function f(t, x) is continuous in the domain Ix 52 and 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition in x with a constant L, i.e., 
If(4 x1) -AC %)I 6 Lb, - %I for tEZ and x,, X,EQ. 
A2. f(t,O)=O for FEZ. 
A3. The functions Z,(x), i= 1, 2 ,..., are continuous in 52 and Zi(0) = 0. 
A4. There exists a number ,u (0 < ,u < H) such that if x E BT x R’ then 
x + Ii(X) E Bz X R’, i = 1, 2,... . 
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A5. The functions r,(x), i = 1, 2 ,..., are continuous in 52 and for each 
XGQ the relations 
O<T1(X)<TZ(X)< ... <Zi(X)< “‘; lim ri(x) = 00 
z-a, 
hold. 
In systems with impulse effect the phenomenon called “beating” is 
possible when the integral curve meets a given hypersurface (TV several or 
infinite many times. In this paper we consider systems of the form (1) in 
which there is no beating of the solutions. Suppose that the following con- 
dition (B) is valid. 
B. The integral curve of each solution of (1) meets any of the hyper- 
surfaces at most once. 
Note that the following lemma gives conditions which guarantee that 
condition (B) holds true. 
LEMMA 1 [4]. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. The function f(t, x) satisfies condition Al and 
sup If(t, x)l 6 M< a. 
lxsz 
2. The functions Ii(x), i= 1, 2,..., are continuous in Sz. 
3. The functions zi(x), i= 1, 2 ,..., are continuously differentiable in the 
domain Q and the following inequalities hold 
sup 
i?Zi(X + Sli(X)) 
i= 1, 2,.... 
o<ss 1 ax ’ 
xsa 
4. MN< 1. 
Then the integral curve of each solution with values in Q meets any hyper- 
surface oi at most once. 
We shall say that condition (C) holds if the following condition is 
fulfilled: 
C. Each solution x(t; to, x0) of (1) for which the estimate 
I At; to, xo)l G h < H 
is valid for tEF+(t,, x0) is defined in all t> to. 
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If condition (C) is fulfilled the solutions of system (1) are said to be 
Z-continuable. 
Remark 1. If conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold then it is easy to verify 
that Definition 1 relative to the zero solution 4(t) E 0 is equivalent to the 
following definition: 
DEFINITION 2. The solution x = 0 of system (1) is said to be: 
I. Stable with respect to y if 
(V&>O)(V?0EZ)(36 >O)(VX,EQ, (x0( < is)(VtE9-+(to, x0)) 
IY(C to, x0)1 <E. 
II. Uniformly stable with respect to y if 
(v&>0)(36>O)(VtoEz)(VxoEc2, (xoI<6)(VtE9-+(to,xo)) 
I.Y(c to, x0)1 < 6. 
III. Attractive with respect to y if 
(V&J E Z)(31> O)(V& > O)(Vx, E i-2, Jx()( < A)(30 > 0) 
to+aE~+(to,xo) and (Vt>t,+o, tEF+(to,x,)) 
I.JJ(c to, x0)1 <E. 
IV. Uniformly attractive to with respect to y if 
(31> O)(V& > 0)(30 > O)(Vt, E Z)(Vx, E 52, 1x01 < 2) 
to+aE~++(to,xrJ) and (Vt3t,+o, tE~++(to,x,)) 
I Y(C to, x0)1 < E. 
V. Asymptotically stable with respect to y if it is stable and attractive 
with respect to y in the sense of Definitions 2(I) and 2(111). 
VI. Uniformly asymptotically stable with respect to y if it is 
uniformly stable and uniformly attractive with respect to y in the sense of 
Definitions 2(11) and 2(IV). 
VII. Unstable with respect to y if 
(3 >0)(3t,Ez)(v6>0)(3x,EQ, [x0( < 6)(3tEF+(to, x0)) 
l.Y(t; to, x0)1 2 E. 
We shall describe the classes Y. and Y1 of piecewise continuous auxiliary 
functions which are further used in the corresponding theorems. 
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Let r,,(x) _= 0 for x E 9. Introduce the sets 
Gi= {(t,x)~Z~~:z;~,(x)<t<~~(x)}, i = 1, 2,.... 
DEFINITION 3. The function V: Ix Q + R belongs to the class “y^ if: 
1. The function V is continuous on each of the sets G, and I’(& 0) = 0 
for t E I. 
2. For each i = 1, 2,... and (to, x0) E (I~ there exist and are finite the 
limits 
V(to - 0, x0) = (,xjli~o xo) V4 XL V( t, + 0, x0) = lim vt, x) (3) 
‘(I&b, yg;‘$yp 
and the equality 
uto-0, x0)= uto, x0) 
is fulfilled. 
Remark 2. If (to, x0) E ci then V(t, + 0, x0) denotes V(to, x0). 
(4) 
DEFINITION 4. The function VE V0 belongs to the class 6 if it is con- 
tinuously differentiable on each of the sets G,. 
Let VE Vi _ Introduce the function p: Up”= I G; + R: 
V( t, x) = ( 
!yJ-(t, x)) +!y. 
It follows from (5) that if x(t) is a solution of (1) and (t, x(t)) E vi”=, G, 
then v( t, x(t)) = dI’( t, x( t))/dt. 
Let I/= ( Vi ,..., Vk) and Vim VO, i= l,..., k. For (t, x) E u?, Gi define the 
upper right derivative D+ V(t, x) of the vector-valued function V with 
respect to system (1): 
D+V(t,x)=limsup~[V(t+s,x+sf(t,x))-V(t,x)]. 
s-+0+ 
Note that if x(t) is a solution of (1) and the vector function I’( t, x) is 
locally Lipschitzian in x then the equality 
D+v(t)=D+V(t,x(t)) for (t,x(t))E [ G, 
i=l 
is valid for the upper right Dini derivative of the function v(t) = I’( t, x(t)) 
c91. 
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Similar definitions and conclusions can also be made for the upper left 
D - V(t, x), lower right D + V(t, x), and lower left D _ V( t, x) derivatives of 
the function V with respect to the system (1). 
In the next section we denote by X the class of continuous and strictly 
increasing functions a: Z + Z such that a(O) = 0. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold true. 
2. There exist functions VE K and a E X such that 
4lvl)G V(t, xl for (t, x)~Zx52, (6) 
P( t, x) < 0 for (t, X)E c Gi, (7) 
i=l 
V( t + 0, X + ZJX)) G V( ty X) for (t,x)Eoin(ZxB;xR’), i=l,2 ,... 
(8) 
Then the solution x - 0 of system (1) is stable with respect to y. 
Moreover if for some b E 3? and for each (t, x) E Ix Sz the inequality 
V(t, x) d b(M) (9) 
is valid then the solution x E 0 of system (1) is uniformly stable with 
respect to y. 
Proof: Let to E Z and E > 0 be given. It follows from the properties of the 
function V that there exists 6 = @to, E) > 0 such that suplXl <6 ( V(to + 0, x)1 
< min (U(E), u(p)). Let x0 E Q, (x0] < 6, and x(t) = x(t; to, x0) be a solution 
of (1). Then it follows from (7) and (8) that the function V( t, x(t)) is non- 
increasing in the interval F+(to, x0). Using (6) we successively obtain the 
inequalities 
4lAt; to, x0)1) < v(t, x(t)) < VI0 + 0, x0) < min(4eL 4~11, (10) 
Iv(c to, x0)1 < min(6 PL) for tEF+(to, x0). (11) 
The Z-continuability of the solutions of (1) together with (11) yields 
F+(to, x0) = (to, co), i.e., inequality (11) is valid for each t > 1,. Hence the 
solution x z 0 of system (1) is stable with respect to y. 
If the condition (9) is fulfilled then the number 6 can be chosen indepen- 
dently on to so that b(6) < min(a(s), a(p)). Then the solution x-0 of 
system (1) is uniformly stable with respect to y. 
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Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
Consider now the problem of asymptotic stability with respect to y. 
DEFINITION 5. The set 
is said to be the region of attraction of the origin in the moment to with 
respect to y. 
Let t E Z, CI E Z, VE Y& a E .Xx. Define the sets 
V,&‘= {xd?: V(t+O,x)<a(a)}. (12) 
THEOREM 2. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold true. 
2. There exist functions V E Y, and a, b, c E X such that 
4lvl)G V(t,x)Gb(lxI) for (t,x)EZxQ, (13) 
F-k x)< -c(lxl) for (t, x) E fi Gi, (14) 
i=l 
V(t+OyX+Zi(X))d V(t3-X) for (t,~)~o~n(ZxB;xR’), 
i= 1, 2,.... (15) 
Then 
1. If o<a<p then lim, _ m lY(C to, x0)1 = 0 uniformly in 
(to, x0) E zx v,,;. 
2. The solution x - 0 of system (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable 
with respect to y. 
Proof: 1. Let O<cl <p. Then it follows from (13) that 
V,‘=(x&2: V(t+O,x)<a(a)}cB;xR’cQ 
for each t E I. 
Let toEI, xOE V,k, and x(t) = x(t; to, x0) be a solution of system (1). 
Then arguments similar to these in the proof of Theorem 1 show that 
~+(to,xo)=(tO, co) and x(t)EB:xR’for each t>t,. 
Let s>O be given. We choose successively r] = ~(E)>O and c= a(c)>0 
so that b(q) <a(~) and a>a(a)/c(r]). We shall prove that there exists 
tl E (to, to + a] such that V(t,, x(t,)) < U(E). Suppose the contrary, i.e., that 
for each t E (to, to + o] the inequality V(t, x(t)) > a(E) is valid. Then 
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according to (13) one obtains Ix(t)1 2 q for t E (to, t, + rr]. Thus having in 
mind (14) and (15) it follows that 
for t = to + 0 which is a contradiction with (13). Hence there exists 
tle(to, t,+a] such that V(tl,x(tl))<a(&) and since the function 
V(t, x(t)) is non-increasing then the inequality 
a(l.Y(t; to, xo)l)d V(t, x(t))< Vfl, x(tI))<4&) 
is valid for t > to + cr. Therefore 1 y(t; to, x0)1 < E for t > to + (T which proves 
assertion 1 of Theorem 2. 
2. The uniform stability with respect to y for the solution x= 0 
follows from Theorem 1. Choosing 6 >O such that b(6) < a(a) and using 
(13) one gets 
i.e., the solution x=0 is uniformly attractive with respect to y. Thus 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
THEOREM 3. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold true. 
2. There exist functions V, WE “y; and a, 6, c E %” such that 
I. 4lul) 6 vt, XL (16) 
WA)6 Wt> x) (17) 
for each (t,x)EZxSZ. 
II. V( t + 0, x + Z,(x)) < V( t, x), 
W(t+O,x+Z,(x))< W(t,x) 
( or W(t+O,x+Z,(x))~ W(t,x)) 
for each (t,x)~u~n(ZxB~xR’), i= 1, 2 ,.... 
(18) 
(19) 
III. 6’(t, x) d -c( W(t, x)) for (t, x)E $ Gj. (20) 
1=1 
IV. The function m( t, x) is bounded from above (or from below) on 
UPO, 1 Gi. 
409/117/l-17 
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Then 
1. If 0 < (Y < p and t, E I then the region of attraction with respect to y 
is A(t,) 2 V,,t. 
2. The solution x E 0 of system (1) is asymptotically stable with respect 
to y. 
Proof: 1. Let 0 < LI < CL, Z, E Z, x0 E V,O,l, and x(t) = x(t; t,, xc)). 
Then as in the proof of Theorem 2 (part 1) it can be shown that 
F+(t,,, x0) = (to, co) and x(t)E By x R’ for t > t,. We shall prove that 
lim / y(t; t,, x,)1 = 0 (21) 
I--t J; 
for each x0 E I’,,:. 
Suppose that the opposite is true, i.e., that there exist X~E V,;,:, /I >O, 
r > 0, and a sequence { t,},Z_ 1 such that the inequalities ti - tip, > B and 
1 y(ti; t,, x0)1 > r are valid for i = 1, 2,.... Then according to (17) 
I Wt,, x(ti))l 2 b(r) for i= 1, 2,.... (22) 
Let for definiteness 
sup I&( t, x) < P (P>O) (23) 
~r,r)EU?=lG, 
and choose y > 0 such that y < min(j, b(r)/2P). 
Using (19), (22), and (23) we obtain 
W(t, x(t)) 2 Wt,, x(t,)) + j’ @s, x(s)) ds 
I, 
= qti, x(ti)) - St’ ri/( 
f 
s, x(s)) ds 3 b(r) - P(t, - t) 3 b(r) - Py >y 
(24) 
for tE [t,-y, t;]. Then (24) according to (20) and (18) yields 
0 < V(tj, X(tj)) < I’(to + 0, X0) + J” F(S, X(S)) dS 
10 
6 v(to + 0, x0) - jI’ c( W(s, x(s))) ds 
10 
c( W(s, x(s))) ds Q V(to + 0, xg) -jyc 
which is impossible for suffkiently large values ofj. 
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If the function I&‘(~,x) is bounded from below and IV(t +0,x+ Z,(x)) > 
W(t, x) similar considerations lead to contradiction. Hence for each 
x0 E VI;,: the relation (21) is valid. 
2. It follows from Theorem 1 that the solution x = 0 of system (1) is 
stable with respect to y and since for each t, EZ the set Vi,: is a 
neighborhood of the point x = 0 then according to assertion 1 of 
Theorem 3 it follows that x = 0 is attractive with respect to y. Hence x E 0 
is asymptotically stable with respect to y. 
As a corollary of Theorem 3 we shall formulate the following 
THEOREM 4. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold true. 
2. There exist functions VE 6 and a, c E 3” such that 
a(lvl)G V(t, xl for (t,x)EzxQ, 
p(W)< -c(V(t,x)) for (t,x)E [ Gi, 
i= 1 
i = 1, 2,... . V(t+O,x+Z,(x))< V(t,x) for (t, x) E oi n (Ix BT x R’), 
Then 
1. Zf 0 < CI < p and to E Z then the region of attraction with r 
is A(t,) 2 V,,:. 
espect to y 
2. The solution x E 0 of system (1) is asymptotically stable with respect 
to y. 
Consider now the system with impulse effects in fixed time moments: 
$=f(t, x), t # ti, 
4t=,,=Zi(x), 
where the numbers t, constitute an increasing sequence 




We shall justify the possibility of applying the comparison method to the 
investigation of the partial stability of the zero solution of the system (25). 
Together with system (25) we shall consider also the following com- 
parison system 
du 
z=F(t, u), f# t,, 
where I;: Ix G + Rk, B,: G -P Rk; G is an open subset of Rk. 
(27) 
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Before formulating the comparison theorems we shall make some 
preliminary considerations. 
We shall write u > u for the vectors u, u E Rk if ui> vi for each 
i= 1,2 ,..., k, and u>u if uj>uj for i= 1,2 ,..., k. 
DEFINITION 6. The function $: G -+ Rk is said to be monotonically 
increasing in G if Ii/(u) > $(u) for u > u and Ii/(u) > It/(u) for u > u. 
DEFINITION 7 [7]. The function F is said to be quasi-monotone 
increasing in Ix G if for every pair of points (t, u) and (t, u) in Ix G and 
every i = 1,2,..., k one gets F,(t, u) > Fi(t, u) whenever ui = ui and u >, u. 
DEFINITION 8. The solution u+: (to, w) -+ Rk of system (27) such that 
u+(t, + 0) = u0 is said to be a maximal solution if every other solution 
u: (to, ~5) -+ Rk such that u( to + 0) = u0 satisfies the inequality u + (t) 3 u(t) 
for each t~(t~, o)n(t,, 0). 
The minimal solution is defined in a similar manner. 
LEMMA 2. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. The function F: Ix G -+ Rk is continuous and quasi-monotone 
increasing in Ix G. 
2. The functions Bi: G + Rk are such that the functions I+!I~: G + Rk, 
tii(u) = u + Bi(u) are monotone increasing in G. 
3. The function u+: (to, o) + R” is the maximal solution qf 
system (27) such that u+(t, + 0) = uO, (t,,,u,)EIxG and u(t,+o)~G if 
t, E (to, 0). 
4. The ,function v: (t,, ~5) --f Rk (6 < w) is piecewise-continuous and 
with first kind discontinuity at the points it, j such that 
(t, u(t))EZxG .for tE(to,07)andu(t,+O)EG~ft,E(t0,6). (28) 
~(to+O)~~uo, (29) 
h(t) d F(t, u(t)) .for tE(t,,G), t#t,, (30) 
a(ti+o)~lC/i(u(t,)) .for t, E (to, G), (31) 
where Du( t) is a certain Dini derivative of u(t). 
Then v(t)<u+(t) for t~(t~,cii). 
Proof: Without loss of generality we suppose that t, < tl. Let 
t E (to, t,] n (to, ~5). Then according to condition 4 of Lemma 2 and the 
comparison lemma [7, IX, 2.61 we get v(t) < u+(t). In particular 
u( t i) 6 u + ( tl). Using (3 1) and having in mind condition 2 of Lemma 2 one 
obtains 
et1 +O)~Ill,(u(t,))dIl/l(u+(t,))=u+(t, +O). 
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Similar arguments show that u(t) < u+(t) for t E ( ti, t,, ,] n (to, c3), 
i= 1, 2,.... Thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
LEMMA 3. Let the following conditions be fulfi:lled: 
1. Conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 2 hold true. 
2. The function u-: (to, w) + Rk is the minimal solution ofsystem (27) 
such that u-(t,+O)=z+ (t,,u,)~ZxG andu(ti+O)EG tft,~(t,,o). 
3. The function v: (to, 5,) + Rk (6 6 w) is piecewise-continuous with 
first kind discontinuity at the points { ti} and such that 
(t, v(t))~Zx G for t~(t~,cZ)andu(t~+O)~Gift,~(t,,6j). 
v(t,+O)>u,, 
Dv(t) 2 F(t, v(t)) for tE(t(),d), t#ti, 
u(t, + 0) 2 $;(v(t,)) for tie (to, G), 
where Du(t) is a certain Dini derivatiue of u(t). 
Then v(t)>u(t)for tE(to,6). 
The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to that of Lemma 2. 
If u=(u, ,..., up, up+ I,..., u/J E Rk, a = (ul ,..., up) E RP, and /?= 
(up + 1 ,...> uk) E Rk-p then we shall briefly write u = (a, p). 
THEOREM 5. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold true for system (25). 
2. There exists a function V: Ix 0 + Rk, V= (V, ,..., Vk) which is 
locally Lipschitzian in x, Vi E YO, i = I,..., k, and let 
sup I V(t, x)1 <KG + co, G= {uER~: Iu( <K}. 
IxR 
3. There exists a function F: Ix G + Rk which is continuous, quasi- 
monotone increasing in Ix G and F( t, 0) = 0 for t E I. 
4. There exist continuous functions Bi: G + Rk such that the functions 
;i;;Rk, $i(u)=u+B,( u are monotone increasing in G and B,(O) = 0, ) 
)... . 
5. The solutions of system (27) are a-continuable. 
6. The following inequalities are valid 
a(lyl)< max Vi(t,x) for (t,x)~ZxDandforsomea~X, 
1 <i<p 
(32) 
D’V(t,x)<F(t, V(t,x)) for t#ti, XEQ, (33) 
v(ti + 0, x + Z,(X)) d $i( V(tj, X)) for XE B; x RI, i= 1, 2 ,.... (34) 
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Then 
1. Zf the solution u = 0 of system (27) is stable with respect to sl then 
the solution x = 0 of system (25) is stable with respect to y. 
2. Zf the solution u =O of system (27) is asymptotically stable with 
respect to CI then the solution x=0 of system (25) is asymptotically stable 
with respect to y. 




is valid for some b E X and for each (t, x) E Z x 52 then: 
3. Zf the solution US 0 of system (27) is uniformly stable with respect 
to GL then the solution x = 0 of system (25) is uniformly stable with respect to 
Y. 
4. Zf the solution u E 0 of system (27) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable with respect to CI then the solution x-0 of system (25) is untformly 
asymptotically stable with respect to y. 
Proof Choose (to, x0) E Z x Q and let x(t) = x( t; to, x0) be a solution of 
(25). Let the function v(t)= V(t, x(t)) be defined on 6 = (to, aI), and the 
maximal solution u + (t; to, V( to + 0, x0)) of system (27) be defined on 
Fz = (to, wz). The conditions of Theorem 5 allow the implication of 
Lemma 2. Hence 
a(ly(t; t0, x0)1)< max VAt, x(t))< max u+(t; to, V(t,+O, x0)) (36) 
I<i<p l<i<p 
Let E > 0 (a(&) < K, E < H) be given. 
1. Since the solution u = 0 of system (27) is stable with respect to c( 
then there exists 3, = A(&, to) > 0 such that if max, GiGk 1 V(to + 0, x0)1 <A 
one has 
max u:(t; to, V(t,+O,x,))<a(E) 
I<l=SP (37) 
Now it follows from the /3-continuability of the solutions of (27) that 
Fz = (to, co) and inequality (37) takes place for t > to. 
Having in mind the properties of the function V there exists 
6 = 8(~, to) > 0 (6 < min(a(s), a(u))) such that if x0 E R", lx01 < 6 then 
0 d max Vi( to + 0, x0) < R. (38) 
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Relations (36F(38) yield that for each t,, E Z, for each x0 E R”, (x0/ < 6, and 
for each t E 4 the inequality 
lY(C to, x0)1 <E (39) 
holds. 
On the other hand the Z-continuability of the solutions of (25) implies 
that ~l=~+(tO,~o)=(tO, cc) and the inequality (39) is valid for each 
t > to. Thus assertion 1 of Theorem 5 is proved. 
The proof of assertions 2, 3, and 4 is similar and is omitted. 
THEOREM 6. Let the following conditions be fulfilled 
1. Conditions (A), (B), and (C) hold true for system (25). 
2. There exists a function V: Ix Q + Rk, V= (V, ,..., Vk) which is 
locally Lipschitzian in x, Vim ^y, i= 1, 2 ,..., k, and let 
sup I I’(& x)1 <KG cg, G= {ueRk: IuI <K}. 
IXR 
3. There exists a function F: Ix G + Rk, which is continuous, quasi- 
monotone increasing in Ix G and F( t, 0) = 0 for t E I. 
4. There exist continuous functions Bi: G -+ Rk such that the functions 
Gi: G -, Rk, $;(u) = u + Bi( ) u are monotone increasing in G and Bi(0) = 0, 
i = 1, 2,... . 
5. For each 6 > 0 and toe I there exists xoe 52, lx01 < 6, such that 
V(to, x0) > 0. 
6. The following inequalities hold 
max vi(t,x)Cb(IYl) for some b E X (40) 
l<iQp andfor each (t, x) E Ix Q, 
D+ V(t, x) k F(t, J’(t, xl) fort#t;,xEQ, (41) 
v(ti + O, x + zj(x)) 2 IcIt( v(ri, x)) forxEB;xR’, i=l,2 ,.... (42) 
Then tf the solution u = 0 of system (27) is unstable with respect to a the 
solution x 3 0 of system (25) is unstable with respect to y. 
Proof Since the solution u = 0 of system (27) is unstable with respect to 
a then there exist ~,EZ and E* > 0 such that (V6* > 0)(3w E G, 
maxlGrGk lwil <d*)(jj, 1 <j<p)(3t*>tO) U,:(t*; to, w)b&*. 
Choose E > 0 (b(E) < E*, E < p). 
1. Let to # ti, i= 1, 2 ,.... Then according to condition 5 of Theorem 6 
(V6>0)(3x,~R”, lx01 <6)(36*>0) so that 6*,<rni11,~,~, V,(to,xo). Thus 
(~~,EZ)(~&>O)(V~>O)(~WEG, w< V(t,,x,))(3t*>t,)(~j, 1 <jam) 
u,-(I*; to, w) > b(E). (43) 
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Let x(t) = x( t; to, x0) and u(t) = V( t, x(t)). Then in view of Lemma 3 one 
has 
u(t)>u-(t; to, w) for t~YrnY~-,, (44) 
where Y1 and Yz denote the right maximal intervals of existence of the 
functions U- and v, respectively. 
We shall prove the existence of a t~Y+(t~, x0) such that 
IY(C to, x0)1 2 6. 
Suppose the opposite, i.e., that for each t E Y + (to, x0) the inequality 
1 y(t; to, x0)1 < E is valid. Then it follows from the Z-continuability of the 
solutions of system (25) that Y+ = Yz = (to, co). In view of (43) (44), and 
(40) this leads to the contradiction 
b(E)G,~~~pUf'(r*;tO1 W)~,~~~p~j(~*)fb(l~(t*~fO~xO)l)~6(E)~ 
. . . . 
2. Let to = ti. In this case we shall prove that 
(VS > 0)(3x, E R”, Ix01 < 6) V( ti + 0, x0) > 0. (45) 
Suppose the opposite, i.e., (36 > O)(VX,E R”, lx01 < 6) (3s~ { 1, 2 ,..., k}) 
V,( t, + 0, x0) 6 0. (46) 
Since the function Z,(x) is continuous in x = 0 then, (36, > 0, 0 < 6, < 6) 
(VXE R”, 1x1 < 6,) 
IX+Zi(X)l Cd. (47) 
Let x0 E R” be such that lx01 < 6 i and V(to, x0) > 0. Then making use of 
(47), (46), and (42) we come to the contradiction 
O > v,>(ti + O, xO + z,(xO)) 3 ll/,,y( V(t03 xO)) > O. 
Further on the proof is carried out as in 1 with the only difference that 
6* > 0 is chosen so that the inequality 6* > min, .= s < k I’,( ti + 0, x0) holds. . . 
Thus Theorem 6 is proved. 
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